teambuilding

For Businesses

Gather your employees around a team building event like they've
never experienced: making a film. Behind the camera or in front
of the lens, your employees will discover every step required to
make a movie: write a script about your company, coordinate the
production, cast their colleagues, act like movie stars and film.
myeditlab takes care of the post-production and delivers a film
that you can broadcast during any corporate event or as a
promotional clip for your brand. A one-of-a-kind opportunity to
federate your team and strengthen their sense of belonging to
your company.

teamengagement
●
●
●
●
●
●

Develop your team’s creativity.
Strengthen their relationship to your brand.
Guide them outside of their comfort zone through a
playful activity.
Enhance their public speaking skills under the supervision
of a speech coach and film director.
Give them the visual tools to improve their non-verbal
communication skills.
Uncover your colleagues hidden talents.
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ourformulas
Fast and efficient, this ready-to-roll
formula gives you the thrill of shooting
a movie without the time-consuming
pre-production’s requirements. We
take care of the script-writing and the
coordination of the shoot prior to
your event so we can start rolling
within minutes:
●
●
●
●

Briefing on the storyline and
production steps
Casting
Rehearsal supervised by our
speech coach and director
Filming and it’s a wrap!*

Duration: half a day to a full day
Number of participants: between
10 and 20

A full immersion in the world of
filmmaking
where
your
team
participates in every step of the
production process:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Script-writing
Pre-production
Casting
Rehearsal supervised by our
speech coach and director
Setting-up the set
Filming*
* Optional Express Editing

Duration: 2 days
Number of participants: between
15 and 25

quote/contact
Please contact us for a tailored quote that fits the specific needs of your
company.
Email: contact@myeditlab.com
Tel: +1-646-894-7321 / +1-647-709-6623
www.myeditlab.com/corporate
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